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Introduction
• Every community with the potential to provide relatively inexpensive 

electricity has been inundated with promises to become a member of the 
high technology data processing economy.

• Promises of a large number of high paying jobs and local tax payments are 
enticing to rural counties. 

• While digital currencies are here to last, and will make a tremendous 
commercial contribution, crypto mining likely won’t live up to promises.

• Jobs are scarce, operators often prefer to rent, given the industry’s 
uncertain future, tax bases expand very little, and communities are left 
with hazards, legacies, and bankruptcies that cost and upset constituents. 

Let’s try to understand why the industry fails to live up to its hype.



A Simple Matter of Varying Demand 
and Consistent Supply

Strong and growing source of demand is obvious:

1. Some need permanent cloud-preserved records of all transactions.

2. Some need opaqueness so financial transactions cannot be traced. 

3. Some are interested in a speculative tool that rises and falls with 
demand to create all kinds of short term profit opportunities.

4. Some like the ease by which one can become a speculator or miner.

5. Most all acknowledge crypto is here to stay in one form or another. 

6. Bitcoin is already legal tender and official digital currency in one country. 
Major Central Banks and institutions may soon offer coins.

7. Consumers’ concerns about the highly speculative nature of some coins 
will be alleviated as more StableCoins tied to currencies are offered. 



Meanwhile Supply is Stable and Predictable

• Coins minted at predetermined declining rate to ensure restricted 
supply over time. 

• This restriction in supply occurs whether there is 1 or 1 million miners.

• If there are too many miners, the difficulty factor rises, and if too few (or 
even one miner), difficulty factor falls, always to ensure the right 
number of coins are mined every ten minutes or so. 

Demand factors such as El Salvador’s adoption of Bitcoin as legal tender, 
China’s move to ban mining, higher electricity prices, or any speculative 
bubble has absolutely no effect on mining supply. 



How Mining Works





A Bitcoin Machine, Wallet, and Console



Private vs. Public Providers?
• While digital currencies are here to stay, what remains an open question is 

how they will be delivered.

• Those who wish their transactions to remain hidden will create a permanent 
decentralized market for opaque coins that also allow speculation. 

• Providers of those POW coins are increasingly coming under scrutiny by 
Treasuries, Central Banks, and other regulatory authorities. 

• Bank-sponsored coins tied to the dollar will satisfy demand for cryptocurrency 
by those interested in a non-speculative, efficient medium of exchange. 

• Central Banks, investment banks, Facebook, Amazon, and many others are 
currently developing their own POS coins that don’t frustrate regulators.

• Cat-and-mouse games will continue until the industry (mostly) shakes out 
around POS providers backed by major corporations and institutions. 

• We’ll see a small niche market for POW cowboys at a much lower level.



The Advantages of Blockchain

• A blockchain is merely a series of ledgers like pages in a spreadsheet.

• It creates a permanent transaction record, augmented many times per hour.

• The transactions could identify real people or anonymous account numbers.

• People who wish to keep financial flows secret prefer anonymous accounts.

• By enshrining all transactions in a blockchain, records can’t be “revised” later.

We either trust the record keeper (Proof of Stake POS) or millions of miners 
check each other’s work to ensure it is properly done (Proof of Work POW).  

POS requires one secure machine, POW requires millions to oversee each other.



Cryptocurrency and Global Warming Efforts

• The extreme energy intensiveness of POW mining places immense pressure 
on the Grid, energy consumption, and GHG generation. 

• China has been cutting back and banning cryptocurrency mining and imposing 
a carbon tax in an effort to meet GHG goals set by international treaties. 

• Canada transitioning to $143/tonne carbon tax that approximates the implicit 
subsidy (negative externality) of carbon-based energy. EU currently at $60.

• A number of initiatives are in the works in the U.S. and elsewhere, but 
Western nations have been slow to recognize the problem and solutions.

These factors will result in a movement toward Proof of Stake, as recently 
evidenced by the POS conversion of Ethereum, the second largest coin market.



Energy Portfolio and the Marginal User – with a $72 Carbon Tax by 2032
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Meanwhile …
• Local jurisdictions cannot ban currently legitimate commerce but …

• We can ensure that cryptocurrency operators become good local citizens. 

• While many jobs and expanded tax base won’t occur, we can follow Plattsburgh’s lead:

1. Protect ratepayers by ensuring crypto power demands don’t inflate power bill.

2. Ensure the noise created by intense heat dispersion doesn’t upset neighbors.

3. Protect our workers from hot or unsafe working conditions.

4. Protect our firefighters by adapting our codes for miner power dangers.

5. Ensure our electricity is not squandered by requiring heat recycling in winter.

6. Recognize that mining operations are not data centers and won’t create many jobs.



Conclusion

• Digital Currencies are here to stay, and for very good reason.

• The issue is not whether we transact with them, but how.

• The severe global warming and energy implications will move us to POS.

• While governments and institutions will underwrite most currencies in the 
future, there will always be a niche market for those who demand secrecy.

• However, with evolutions in cryptocurrency encryption and increased 
regulatory scrutiny, decentralized local mining operations will be obsolete.

• If this is an industry undergoing rapid reinvention, regulation, and expansion 
in light of China closings, localities must tread thoughtfully and carefully with 
knowledge that promises today may be completely irrelevant in a few years.

• It’s not an issue of “if”, but how to get right an industry clamoring for profits.
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